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ABSTRACT

BUREAUCRACY, PR0FE5SIONALIS-- AND KNOWLEDGE:

RUCTURES O OF AUTHORITY AND STRUCTURES OF CuNTROL

Richard

Deakin UniAersitv

Argues that the structure- of knowledge made available in s choolu

influenced firstly by the bureaucratic features Of educational systems

(such as standardisation, hierarchis,=. lisation, lbstrat do

objectification validation by authority) and se- ldly-by the E-rotessional

features of eachers ide-alogies (such as the development of thorapou

languages, ceremonies and rituals of diagnosis, counselling, advocacy,
/

litigation and mystification). These structures, far from conflicting with

each other, reinforce struc=ture of control employed byadministrato--

education systems to impose and justify their control of pupil behaviour,

options and life ch es, Further, the paper argues that educational

administration can be seen in this way to be a process which exerts control

via its structuring ofknowledge and experience.,



BUREAUCRACY, PROFESSIONALISM AND KNOWLEDGE:

STRULTURFS OF AUTHORITY AND STRUCTURES OF CONTROL

INTRODUCTION

Educational administration:is a :(ric-_-plogy of cc -Decifically it

is a technology of control devoted to (i) the production and allocation of .

people, and (ii) the pieduetion and allocatioo of knowledge. Clea-rly, the

process of schooling does not exhaust the social mechanisms by which contr_l

is exercised over people and knowledge, but it is probably the m-ot ubiquitous
0.

and powerful proceS, devoted to such control. It is also one of the few

processes within which the relations between e manageMenr of people and the

management of knowledge supposedly explicit.

This is not tO say that the reciprocal relationship between the production

and allocation of people and the production and allocation of knowledge is wall

understoecL Far from it. Moreover, the ways in which the internal processes of

schoOling relate to, and are influenced by, external sociol structures and

interests iS a matter.of considerable debate. So far this debate has been

o,Alducted either in general terms, where the 'overall relationship of the school

functions:with the demands of capLtalism are, argued (cf. Bowles & Gintis, 1076)t

or in vc!ry 1-1pcciric torms, where the in:tor:nal ',.rocesses of ciussrsoms providc

the occDsion for speculations on the-impact of class structures on the school'

(cf. Sharp & Green, 1975).. What is largely misSing from these radical analyses

is any Consideration,of the administrative struc es through wbleh control over

school structures, pedagogy, curriculum andthe ).ives of pupils is exercised.

It is the argument of. paper that the two adminl:t7ative principles operative

in schools, the bureaucracy of administrators and the professionalism of teachers,

have combined in contemporary schooling to-Structure both.interperSonal relations

and knowledge in ways which virtually eliminate the possibility of students, or



parerts'exer ing any control over

they are fore itly

THE CONTEXT OF THE \HUL

processes of schc which

:DISTRLF4 FT 1 AND 1CTION

Two competing camps Conte

SOC

lanation of relations bet honi lug

re. The first, human capital theory, claims th, tbi

maximise the distribut ion of knowledge in a given ulation, allowing talented

individuals to acquire knowledge which, when combined with api_'coprii1te motivation,

allows upward mobility while at_tl e am _ time etisiiri.ng the" cotitinuotis suppl

well-trained haical cientific manpower needed to su lain economic grog

Educational opportunity, upward mobili ty, technical kno and ecc nom.ic 9

are thus inseparably linked- and schooling is a fundamental processes /in the

achievement of et _R. m c and social progress. W.i thin

the administrative problem is Lo maintain control'

between various aspects (costs and be efi ra

ntext _f this argument,

delica

mobility,

system with a view Eo increasing efficiency, l- productivity and growth Karabel

c Halsey, 1977).

An alternative view

is not and

education

Ito prov

,resented by Lne reproductio_ sts, who argue that

clam has been much evitler«e of upward socia through

reover, they also point to the decreasing ability of the 'system'

fip:ther inc eases 11 either employment, productivity or growth.

Given that there is no mobility via education, schools are argued as actively

confirming individuals in their 'proper Places' in a hierarchical division of

labour. ,Moreover, schools are argued as ser;ying to reconcile individual

their fate by the,encouragement of particular dispositions through the hidden

curricu lu -f behavioural. management and peisonalitydefor=mation (cf. Bowles &



Gintis, 1976). Within this argum6nt,

is that of ensuring class-related co!

culture, employability and status:

These t positions agree

productive process, though as Apple 198c:

WCLiOn ,cational administration

)ver :Auction of knowledge,

oth a distributive and a

s out they tend to be

pre-occupied with the issue of dist /don Human capital theory argues

that a major function of schools is th, distribution of technical knowledge and

opportunity. Reproductionist arguments focus on the schools' di _ributio--and

confirmation of class-related positions. ,Some atten-ion has, however, boon

given to the production aspeCts of schooling. Within the con of human

relations theory, McClelland (196:0 -for example, has argued the,functicm of

NT, schooling in ,producing achievement oriented entrepreneurs. Within the context

of reproduction theory, .it is argued that schools produce essential elements of

class consciousness and'acquiesceno (Bowles & Gintis, 1976; Willis, 1978).

Bourdieu PaRseron (1977Largued the importance of schooling as 0n. essential -

component and pre-condition of the production of 'cultural capital'.

SCHOOLING AND THE ACCUMULATION OF CULTU L CAPITAL

order, to understand .theimportance.of the school in the process of-

capital accumulation in advanced capitalist societies, it,is necessary to

appreciate the point that capital accumulation through surplus value is

increasingly dependent, not upon-wage labour-but upori=the- application of tech _

The scientific/technical knowledge which supports such a sys em.is a primary,

requisite of'the society and as such the_ m st highly prized component of

cultural'capital. The school plays an essential part in the,Maintenance and

,continuous production of such capital. However, whatjs needed-is not a widesv:ead



distribution of this particular form of cultural capital (quite

as making specialist forms of technical knowledge widely availab

the profitability of its possession, despdespite the Prot eetion of

. but its continued production, Thus,

UCCS

'As long as the knowledge is continuously and iciently

produced the school itself is efficient. Thus, certain
low levels of achievement on the part of 'minority' group
students, children of the poor, and so on, can be toleratAd-
it is. less consequential to the economy than is the generaio---
of the knowledge itself.'

(Apple; 1979;

Moreover, because of the importance of the production and accumulation of

cultural-capital in the form Of techno-scientific knowledge, the school is

pressed to ensure that this particular form of knowledge occupies -. the highest

states wif.hin its curriculum

While techno-scientific knowledge is thus enshrined in the curriculum as

the knowledge of most worth, its characteristics become dominant it the

epistemological and ideological structure of the school's activi The supposed

characteristics of the 'scientific view' such as objectivity, impartiality,.

characteristics o-1 to evidence etc. become constitutive of the

what counts as knowledge, This view, of kno ledge becomes an episternologiool and

ideological itrtlrerative and is linked to wider social proceses of legitimation

and.de-politicisation, where the:legitimacy of the state is found in

the imperatives-of scientific teohnical-progresr-
whioh alone can guarantee economic growth and stability.
Society must be run on rational lines by technical exper
The only problems are technical problems and the
development-of-the social:- ystem_must=obey, the logic of
scientific progress.'

(Wilby, 1979: 667.)



As Habermas (1.973) suggests, such appeals remove deciSions

of public debate and the masses are thus depoliticised. The lang

a realm

gu and

the structures of both education and government are thereby defined in

supposedly neutral techno-scientific ways, and the roblems and issi r- Aved

by technical elite which is uniquely able to provide soldtiOns on th

ot tacts and technical knowledge.

However, as points out, such

'technical knowledge is not necessarily a neutral commodity

within the context of a corporate economy. This is

especially important today since it is becoming increasingly

clear that there-is nearly a total corporate monopolisation

of technical-knowledge and technological intelligence.'
(Apple, 1980: 12)

Moreover, as Gorz 976) has argue._ 'in economies like our own,

technical knowledge has been produced and organised in ways which have benefited

corporate concern'. This courted not only in. terms lf the application of

technical knowledge to increase mechanical efficiencybut also its application
--y--

der to increase control ever the processes of work, in order, to increase

the rate of accumulation of profits. The hierarchical division of labour

'the brea down of crafts into atomistic units capable of being reorganised

on the fa- --y floor are essential components, net'in the logic of,tcchno-

scientific knowledge, but in the process of social control designed to increase

and Maximise-capital accumulation. The emergence of techno-scientifle knowledge

as the dominant form of knowledge in schools-is thus related to two major funs

) the-production techno-scientific cultural capital, and (ii) the

legitimation of'cdrporate organisation of work. Each of these functions of

schoo is related, to tiv' attemptS of corporate pitalism to (i,) maximise

'the accumulation oZcapitalvia the employment of technical knowledge and

(ii) maximise the effectiveness of control over the -productive process. The

ng

ions
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,,major,mechan S- througl which 4ese functions have been in rated ih

schools are the mechanisms of bureaucracy and professionalism.

THE BUREAUCRATISATION OF SCHOOLNG

Dimmock (1965) defines renucracy as a way of life -in wh1oh institutions

over-shadow individuals. The idea of bureaucracies as social organisations

with a continuing structure of rules, pcsitionti, relations,behaviours, through

which individuals pass is a powerful ono. Weber's classic definition of

bureaucracies -supports such a picture. It is difficul5,t, to realise, from our,

cp=rrent historical position that bureaucracy was onin a revolutionary

institution, whose very impersonality and rule-bound structure was welcomed as

. ,

some guarantee against nepotism, poli '-al patronage of corrupt governments and

the arbitrary exercise of power. Weber's emphasis om the rat ionalilty of

bureaucratic organiaations and cbe efficiency they:brought to collection and

collation of information, the integration and co-ordination,of decision making,
, .

and the resulting increases in control has been complemented by many studies ef

effects of bureaucracy on personal relations and development. .
One of the

rtifi,t interesting is that of Berger, Berger and Kellner (l97,3)4, whe investigate

the- cognitive style of bureaucratic consciousness. The-elements they_identify.,

are orderliness (in association with taxonomic hierarchies); componentiality

(in thd division of knowledge); arbitrariness (in the creation of str ures

and'boundaries); justice (defined in association with predictability);

abstraction (in the appeal to generalise rules); moralised anonimity (which

defines relation with clients); and passivity (in the definition of the client's

role).



Wake (1979) has taken this analysis and shown hOw it applies to the ways

in which schools create similar structures through which knowledge, teachers ,

and pupils are simultaneously bureaucratised. Ir,articular, Wake argues that

the bureaucratisation Of schools leads directly to a certain structuring of

knowledge:
7.

',Themalor demands placed upon the structures of knowledge
by bureaicratised schools are:Ahaft 'the knowledge be divided-
into comdonents or relatively discrete -..omponents; that the.
units of knowledge be ordered in sequence; tha the kno,Aedge
becommunicablesfrom one person to -another using conventional
media of communication; that success in acquisition of part,
if not most of the knowledge, is recordable in-quantifiable
form; that the knowledge be objectified-in-the sense of having
an existence independent of its human origins; that the
knowledge is stratified into various levels of status or
prestige; that knowledge based upon concrete experience be
treated as low status, but-that knowledge expressed in abstract
and generalised principles be regarded aS having high status.

(Wake, 1979: 16)

Thus, the structure of knowledge in bureaucratised schools is directly

related to the imperatives of bureaucracy, where the:

'overriding consideration in selecting, structuring and
presenting knowledge ... is to facilitate the adniinistr'ation
of an organisation.'

(Wake, 079: 15)

The overall purpose of' the structuring of knowledge is the rationalisation

organisational life and its control by the administration- The 1 f the

process is that of ensuring compliance with procedures in order to attain fhe

school's goals. Thus:

'as administrators and supervisors attempt to increase
control over achievement of the school's goals, they
frequently work to increase reliability in decision
making processes and in behaviours of teacher d and
students. This is often accomplished by
instituting and 'implementing policies, standard
operations procedures, rules and regulations to guide

--behaviour within the' human organisatibn. Uniformity
of behaviour is seen as a powerful means to move large
numbers of people towards goals, with a minimum amount

of confusion sand conflict,'

- (Sergiovanni & StAiratt, 1979: 46)



Moreover! as the size of'uni s incTeases, both within schools and schOol

systems, there are itcr2easing.pressures towards standardisation andiiurther

cmtrc4,.what Habermas calls 'steetinymechanisms'. Internal c.". mat 1011

and overall direction beccues an increasinotv croblematic and--ncrcasigiv

urgent concern:

'with growth the problems'of internal contel increase
and, are solved "b more standai-disation of work,
centralisation of the major decisions, and the
proliCeration oC regulations over work".'

4 (corwin, 1970:45)

,Again, external pOlitical considerations 'of accountability force more and more

legislation on schools and systems which is designed td-fualier standardise

internal operation and performance. The result is that 'to the extent that more

).
attention is given to procedure,s and to the extent that procedures are.,N

multiplied, schools become more procedurolised, more bureaucratised, more

rationali-ed' (Wise, 1977: 43).

. As a result of these pressures, the language of administ,ratorsbecomes

the language of ContrOl.. As Wol'cott points out 'the; essence of-eing a good

echnocrat is to exert control' (Wolcott, 1977: 159). The procedure-Is-for exerting

control are believed to be rational.

'Arriving at systematic order through ra4ional p*ning
is (a) central technocratic pre-occupation. The plan
becomes t11 ,.important, an end rather thdn a means,
Everythingturnson clearly stated goals and purposes

technocratic endeavour thrives under, the banner of
the rational planning ideOlogy.'

(Wolcott, 1977: 160) .

The whole thrusof administrative action is, therefore, tOwards greater

. -

control. One of the manifestations of this ess is the pressure towards-the

standardisation, bureaucratisation, and rationaliatjonof knowledge in the ways

described-above. The problem-is, however, that such pressures may lcad'to the

'hyper -rationalisation'-r-of schooling where:



. 'policy makers efforts toj'eform school t.practiceS resul
0

from and in an excessively rational view of sehoolingr-
where, what appears lOgical becomes the basis for-action.
$owever, what appear rational may or Kay not have a
connection to reality.'

Man, 1977: 44).

As a result of the gap between rationale and reality, hyperratiolalisation
,

,

may occur where !further rationalisation ceases to'be functional' (Wise, 1_977: 56).

The impact of bureaucracy on schools is there bre much e than a matter

of ine easing organisational effiCiency: The process of rationalisation affectS.

beth.the_epistemOlogical structure Of the'school, iu that it,organises knowledge,

in ways which serve organisational rather than individual purposes-, and, the

social structure of the school in that relations between individuals arc

hierarchised, routinised and rationalised in ways which again serve organisational

rather than individual purposes.
1 --

a

Moreover, bureaucratisa n in schools, as elsewhere, is, as Weber

suggested, a move .towards the reatiOn of rat nal struct res.. of control. As such,

bureaucratic,schools provide a waY of ilk in which.the ingtitutional strUctures

overwhelm and -Ubvert individual interests and purposes_

a a

TEACHERS D PROPHSSVNALISM
a

,

The response of teachers \to th ee hypr- -ationalisation
-

df schooli:
-

. , .

assertion of- professionai autonomy. In part, this is a response to the element of
-

..-4.

de-skilling (cf. Braverman, l4974), implicit in the bureaucratic rbutinisatipp of

is the

teaching. Ut,it is also a response driven by the determination of an eMerging

, .

occupational greup.for status and power, (cf. Bledr-lein, ,1976)=: essente, the



claim of,teachers for professional status is an attempt to invoke a set o

-ideological ju 'cations for pr cedures of control based on premises so bet

-different from those of institutional rationality preferred by administrators.

The justifications professional status and autonomy are based upon

two ajor ideas, One,'that professionals undergo long periods of training, which
tb

-equip them with arvesoteric body of knowledge, the technical \s ills to pursue

10

their work,\and, most important, an acute sense of judgement in uncertain situations.
3

And, two, that professionals are dedicated to a primary emphasis of ,erving the best

interests of their clients in a relationship of trust and responsibility.

The.principles-upon hich professional, rather than bureaucratic knowledge,

exist are clal ed,to be those which enable professionals to grasp the concepts

behind a particular activity. The-clai to professional prestige rests on an

awareness of a'

'a total coherent system-of necessary -knowledge within_
a predise?territory (and) the control of'intrinsic
relatiOnshiVs which allow the professionalto,perceive
,and predictIthospinconspicuoudand unseen vari=ables
which (determine), an entire system of developments'.

(Bledstein, 1976: B419).

. This Clai

.r.

---:-v.The claim tozoientifia-dreative kno ledge and_imagInatiorr- is --Wi-espdbially
. ...,._-_--___---

L___.--,------7- .,-

_
__ ___ ,..K.

re-r- factor in social-distance.

o esoteric_ expertise al_ sets.the professional off, from ordinary. men.

In pro ons, this.clam to a unique epistemological status is translated.

into claims, for uniqUe social status the rituals Of professionalism.

.Bledstein argues historically that:

'the more elaborate the rituals of'the profession,
ehemore esoteric'its theoretical knowledge,

imposing its,symbol of authority, the more
.

respectable-its:,demeanour, the more vivid its
.servicetoSocieby, the:more prestige.ancLetatus
the public -,was willing-to-bestew upon its representatives'.

-
' (Bledstein, 1976:.94)



The foundation of these claims was essentially an epistemological one

based upon the profissional familiarity with science:

'Commonsense, ordinary understanding,.and personal
negotiations:no longer were the effective means
of communication in society clients found
themselves compelled to believe, on simple faith,
that a higher rationality called scientific
knowledgeq decided one's fate. The professional
appeared an the role of a magician, casting a
spell over the client and requiring complete
confidence; and the client listened to words that
often sounded metaphysical and even mystical.'

(Bledstein, 1976: 94)

Thus, the appeal for specialised knowledge - an exclusive epistemology

allowed not on y_the-dezence of-autonomy, but also structured the relationship

of professional and client as one of dependence and passivity. It facilitated

both epistemological and social control.

Needless to say, the assertion of such autonomy and control allowed, thong

it did not demand, the exploitation of clients Bled-tein's'viewis.that.

'perhaps no calvinist systeM of thought ever made use of
people more effectively than did the culture of
Professionalism. The prefessionaI person extended the
gift of his special powers to the client who was, by
definition,.unworthy-ofelich-atteritionAnd.inratUrn,.
the -protessionaI-ekvected at-theyery least to receive
the psychic reward of the client's unqualified gratitude;
when apprppriate he expected to receive ample tangible
:reward from- the client's pocketbook'.

(Bledstein; 1976: 102-3)

moreover, no client merited a crueler fate, no client was quite so undeserving

and. detestable as the one who,betrayed his patron by appearing to,be ungrateful.



The ideological

to the monopoly of an

oundations of professionalism lie, therefore, in claims

elusive epistemology, the unique ability to make,

informed judgements in specified areas, and -the willingness tosubc rdinate

individual interests to those of clients. The structure of the foundations of

professionalism lie in the control- of access to professional knowledge, control

of the distribution of that knowledge, and control over the conditions under

which it will be made available On behalf clients.

PROFESSIONALISM AND SCROOLING

12

The major thrust of professionalism in teaching is baSed in the argument of

a concern for -hildren, and an individual concern for their best interests as

clients. Moreover, the indeterminacy of the teacher's task, in the face of-

the range of abilities, characteristics, needi, and purposes of children, forms

the basis of the claim that teaching is not a routine skill but-a matter

profes onslAUdgement.- The teacher's familiarity with a growing, body

increasingly specialised knowledge, moreover, and his involvement in subject

associations gives him exclusive access to certain s- of knowledge not

- directly available-to-pupils-or parents.

status onthe basis

Thus, the teacher claims' professional

exclusive epistemology, professional judgement, and

his service of client interests-

-The teaching profession, 'in keeping :h the traditions of other professions,

is adept at the. development of rituals which display and legitimise the basis of

these claims. The development of, therapeutic-languages- such as-those-inVolVed

in counselling and guidance, are, for instance, couched in terms Which appear to.

consider clients' interests. Similarly, the emergence of remedial specialists for

the assistance of the less able; the handicapped, and the culturallY deprived,

:he appearance of professional concern,for client interests.



However, as Cicourel and Kitsuse (1963) pointed out, the impact such

programs is to increase the power of teachers and decrease the power of

pupils, who not only become subject to professional judgement of their skills

and pe_ o ance, but Also to the professional judgement of their moral,

personal and social worth. The emergence ana justification of professional

specialises teaching,'adjustment class, counselling, behaviour

therapy, rnd so on, further fragments the pupil's relation with the school,

and defines his social location within it to his disadvantage (cf. Schofield,

1979).

In the-area of-evaluation, the professional expertie of teachers relies

increasingly on the application -and interpretation of tests, most of which are

not referenced and locate pupils vis-a-vis,other pupils, not according to

kills-they-ta -havor have not learnt. The ways in, which achievement is

reported to parents are ritualised in afashion which obscures the reality o

children's achievement. _The marking of children on a 5-point scare.or the

-standardised results of HSC are-perfect professional_ protection for teachers

13

as they appear to objectify the reality of children's ability., In effect, they

direct attention from the effectiveness of teaching and locate success and

failure in the individual psyche of the child (cf. Bates 1977).

Again investigation by parents.of a process of teaching and the

particular treatment-of their children, are responded to in terms of the

presuffied superiority of professional judgement, and the need to consider the
_

child's position vis-a-vis other clients. Professional responsibility -is-
_

therefore limited, 'not only by the professional assessment of how the child is

able to perform, but also judgement of the problems raised by the issue of
. -

special treatment.

1G
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_In 'each of these areas, two major claims are made, firstly, that the

-cognitive and epistemological superiority of the professional provid

unique competence ire the evaluation, diagnosis and treatment of pup and

secondly,,- :that the judgement of the client's situation is definable on the

basis of professional exper nce and expertise. Each of these claiMs justifies

andmaintains a,social distance between professional and client, thus reducing

the competence and effectiveness of the client. In illich's'(1977) terms

the claim to professional autherity disablea _lien

EIUREAUC PROFESSIONALISM AND SCHOOLING

0

The principles of bureaucracy and the principles of professionalism have

been argueq to be anti-thetical,(cf. Cerwin, 1965 L970). Moreover' Ale

epi ological concerns of teachers and technocrats have been argued as

incempatibleHaThd_ a major_source=of_tensio i_thin schools _(Wolcott,

What such-debate has obscured:is that intems f the experience of pupils,

the epistemological and psychological processes of control employed by bureauCracy,

and by profession are mutually. reinforcing. In particular, the emalgaMation of

bureaucracy and profession within contemporary organisational structtares, Such as

those developingwithin education, further reduces the power of the Client:and

increases the ideological,epistemological'and social! proce ses of control
over

s

his destiny:

Organisational professions such as teachng amalgamate the principles

bureauciacy'and professionalism in order to

mechanisms within a techno-scientific rationale.

-tend their capacity as

in the case of other educational 'professions:

steering

the case of education,
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'the claim of specialised or professional expertise
for techno-bureaucratic functions, which are unspecific
and polyvalent, does not aim at asserting independent
professional status; rather, it borrows from a General
ideology-of professionalism to justify techno-
bureaucraticpower'.

(Larson, 1977: 179)

The major advantage of this amalgamation for bureaucracies is that

they are no longer seen as simply bureaucratic but as expert bureaucracies,

informed and guided by the,exclusive epistemologiCal expertise and the

informed judgement of professionals. Thus, their role is legitimised

terms of appeal to the ideologies, of a rational planning model. The effect

is, as was argued earlier, the depolitici ation, of the public, or

education's case, the paren_ son,'1977)-.

The major advantage of this amalgamation for professionals, is that,

_ .

in the case of education, the insecure Status of the profession is giv.en legal

'and -governmental'sanction within the framework of overall political legitimacy.

In the case of teachers, state certification, gistration, employment arid

control, provides a framework of security which might otherwise not be'available

(cf. Nisgrove 1969).
74

The integration of professional and bureaucra ic structures within

corporate profetsional structures thus removes client concern from the professional

and _-emphasis bn'client-control:

_

the typical techno-bureaucratic professions cannot
even be considered indiffekent to their clients:_ they
,simply do not-have an autonomous orientation toward the
clients,_except indirectly'.

(erson,.1977: 189)
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Moreover, the position of the client vis-a-vis such organisat ns is

further reduced by the ideological appeals of professionals within the

ojanisation:

'Ideologieal.appeals to the safeguard of professional

judgements can be-used by all professions when they
are threatened with client-revolt, or, more Mildly;

with client demands for some fights of review.

Techno-bureaucratid professions: partiCipate_fully
in this ideological practice'.

(Larson, 1977: 189)

14- AUTHORITY AND CONTROL

The incorporation of the professional ideology teacher: within the

techno-bureaucratic ructure of education can be seen, therefore, as part

f.a process ofextending the ability of schools -and school systems to control

their epistemological, inier-personal and social structures. As' he

authority of ther,professional become incorporated within the control structures

the school-, schooling is increasingly tied, to the processes of legitimation

of the techno-scientific rationality and the ideology of contemporary

industrial states, and thus to the procestes Of social and economic

_______organiSatiOnr_reguired by the .corporate capitalist structure The_e quation

between schooling, ability, status and power becomes tightened and justified.

The result is the extension,-of a hierarchical division of society, the

fragmentation of interests and needs, the atomisation of-knowledge and social,

midture, a d -its reintegration n ways which a emanipulable by ideologicak,

nter-personal and social steering mechani _
. ,



'Today knowledge is acquired and produced Within educational

and occupational hierarchies, which are, by their,structure,

inegalitarian, anti - democratic, and alienating. These

structures achieve a Fuson between the progressive content

of,special=competencies and the requirements of a systeM of

domination. They serve, in thiS.sense, as a principal

support of the dOminant ideology
(Larson, 1977: 243)

CONCLUSION

It need h dly be said that the function of schooling revealed by the

analysis of the techno-bureaucratic nature of-schooling is anti-thetical-to

-the liberal ideas of education ocialist aspirations towards equality,

personal atpirations towards autonomy. The task of educators who are dismayed-

0, by such an analysis urely the ohallenging of the ideological- and soc
,

structures which represent a. denial o -their_personal and educational ideals.

That such a task is not easy,is pointed out by Larson 'break-ing_with ideology,

finding new forms for-the social production of knowledge and the uses of

social competence demands. passion-vision and hard work' (Larson, 1977: 243

That such a task is imperative is indicated by-the pervasive relationships_

between bureaucracy, professionalism, knowledge and the structures Of authority

-
d control.

17
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